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Introduction 

Juvenile Myoclonic Epilepsy (JME) is a common 
idiopathic generalised epileptic syndrome that occurs 
in about 5-11% of all epileptic syndrome. JME has a 
prevalence of 0.5 to 1.0 per 1000 with age of onset 
between 12 and 18 years [1]. The genetic generalised 
epilepsies (GGEs) are a group of epilepsy syndromes 

with a non-focal mechanism of seizure onset and no 
identifiable cause other than a proven or assumed 
genetic predisposition [2]. GGE constitute about 20% 
of all epilepsies, and include childhood absences 
epilepsy, juvenile absences and tonic clonic seizures on 
awakening. JME is characterized by myoclonic jerks 
mostly in the morning and tonic-clonic seizures (TCS) 
and around one third of people will also have absence 
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Abstract 
Juvenile Myoclonic Epilepsy (JME) is a genetic generalised epilepsy syndromes 
characterized by myoclonic jerks mostly in the morning, tonic-clonic seizures 
and absence seizures. About 30% of people with JME continue to have seizures 
despite treatment with antiepileptic drugs. Quantitative EEG (qEEG) is a 
computer analysis of the electroencephalography. The aim of this study was to 
compare qualitative vs quantitative EEG, quantitatively analyse background 
EEG activity in two different physiological states and the correlation with 
cognitive performances in patients with refractory JME. Inclusion criteria 
were: drug-resistant JME and aged between 14 and 65 years. The recorded 
ambulatory EEG data was subjected to visual and quantitative analysis and 
chosed two samples of 20-60 second duration per patient, morning sample 
(MS) and evening sample (ES). Our study cohort consisted of 19 patients with 
refractory JME, 6 females and 13 males, with a mean age of 29.8 years. EEG 
visual analysis of background activity revealed inter-ictal abnormalities in all 
patients localized to left frontal region. When we compared dominant rhythm 
in standard EEG with dominant rhythm in qEEG we have found that is <50% 
observer agreement. Agreement occurred in samples dominated by increased 
amount of theta and beta in both visual and qEEG. With spectral analysis 
there was no statistically significant difference of global absolute power (AP) 
in all the bands between MS and ES groups; the same result was found using 
Z scores. We have found an increase in mean AP Z scores delta, theta and beta 
in MS group and theta and beta in ES group, which was more evident in left 
frontal region. In addition, an increase theta/alpha index > 1.50 is associated 
with a decrease in cognitive IQ scores. 
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seizures [3]. In JME deficits in executive and social 
functioning are common finding and related to 
impaired frontal lobe function. Some patients with 
JME have a family history of disease in variable ranges 
but for most people with JME the genes responsible 
have not yet been identified [4]. About 30% of people 
with JME continue to have seizures despite treatment 
with two or more antiepileptic drugs (refractory or drug 
resistant JME). 
The electroencephalogram (EEG) is the most 
important method to diagnose epilepsy. In clinical 
settings, it is evaluated by experts who identify patterns 
visually [5]. The main EEG features of GGE are 
bilateral, synchronous, symmetric and generalised 
spike-wave-complex, and there are circadian variations 
of generalised epileptiform discharges. However, 
atypical epileptiform discharges are also commonly seen 
in GGE. Typical EEG features of JME consist of 
generalized discharges of single or multiple spike and 
slow-wave of frequency of 3-5 Hz, often with frontal-
central accentuation, with normal background activity, 
although occasional complexes as slow as 2 Hz or as fast 
as 7 Hz may be evident. In addition, a detailed study of 
EEGs of patients with an unequivocal diagnosis of JME 
showed a high prevalence of focal EEG abnormalities. 
Focal EEG anomalies are evident in 15-40% of the 
patients such as focal slow waves, spikes and sharp 
waves and focal onset of the generalised discharge [6]. 
Quantitative EEG (qEEG) is a most recent type of EEG 
analysis that involves recording digital EEG signals 
which are processed, transformed and analyzed using 
complex mathematical algorithgms [7], and allows to 
obtain more precise and consistent results [8]. qEEG 
has been used in basic science and clinical studies of a 
range of neurological conditions including brain injury, 
epilepsy, sleep disorders, as well as in studies of 
consciousness and brain function [9, 10]. In clinical 
studies, EEG data from patients with a specific 
condition are usually compared with a reference 
database, usually of people without the condition in 
order to identify abnormalities associated with the 
condition. qEEG is a powerful method to evaluate the 
frequency composition of EEG activity [11, 12], and 
compared to the normal database [13]. Quantitative 
EEG techniques include frequency analysis (spectral 
analysis) and other analytic techniques [14, 15]. Each 
can be done on standard EEG in various physiological 
states or in conjunction with sensory stimulation [16, 
17]. Several types of displays are available, including 
topographic mapping of scalp electrical activity. 
Analysis of data must take into account age, gender, 

state of alertness, medications and other factors [18, 
19]. 
Most studies using qEEG in GGE have compared inter-
ictal background quantitative EEG measures in 
generalized epilepsies with normal controls [20, 21], 
and few studies have specifically studied patients with 
JME as a separate group [8, 22].  Previous authors 
hypothesise that GGE frequency profiles reflect 
widespread cortical dysfunction common to all GGE 
syndromes [23]. In some cases of GGE, visual analysis 
of background EEG activity has been described as 
normal, except for some degrees of intermittent theta 
activity in patients with poor seizure control or in cases 
with antiepileptic polytherapy [24]. Statistically 
significant higher power (global α and θ, frontal α and 
θ, left temporal θ, right occipital α, δ and γ1, and 
central δ, θ, α, β, and γ2) was found in JME patients 
when compared to healthy controls [22]. Another 
recent study analysed background qEEG activity of 
patients with JME with and without antiepileptic drugs. 
It has found an increase in AP delta, alpha and beta 
bands, which is more evident in fronto-parietal regions 
[8]. To data, no studies assessed qEEG in refractory 
JME and/or correlated different quantitative EEG 
measures in several physiological states that typically 
influence the expressione of the seizures in these 
patients.  
 

Objectives 
We conducted this study with the aim of comparing 
qualitative vs quantitative EEG in adult subjects with 
drug-resistant JME. In addition, we compared 
quantitatively analyse background EEG activity in two 
different physicological states: morning and evening. 
 

Methods 
Population 

The patients for our study are recruited from ReJuMEC 
(Refractory Juvenile Myoclonic Epilepsy Cohort) that 
was funded by the Medical Research Council in the 
UK. Inclusion criteria in ReJuMEC were: all the 
participants had JME [25] and were aged between 14 
and 65 years. 
Patients were recruited to ReJuMEC if they had a 
clinical diagnosis of drug-resistant JME including: 1. 
generalised seizures with myoclonic jerks with or 
without absence seizures and TCS; 2. no evidence of 
focal neurological or intellectual deficit; 3. refractory to 
treatment, specifying: the participants failed to achieve 
seizure control with sodium valproate at a dose of 1000 
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mg/day over a minimum period of 3 months; 4. the 
participants had an average of 4 days with myoclonic 
seizures per month over the past 3 months or an average 
of 4 days with absence seizures per month over the past 
3 months. The main ReJuMEC study objectives were: 
to characterise the participants using EEG and 
neuropsychology testing; to obtain DNA samples for 
use in research investigating the genetics of epilepsy and 
its response to treatment. Following informed consent, 
detailed clinical and family history was taken, a DNA 
sample was taken, ambulatory EEG recording and 
neuropsychometric testing were undertaken. 
 

EEG protocol 

Patients enrolled into ReJuMEC trial underwent 
ambulatory EEG recording that included 24-48 hours 
of recording without video-recording using the Xltek 
System. Amplifier characteristics were: 10,000 dB gain, 
low cut filters at 0.05 Hz and high filters at 70 Hz. The 
recording was bipolar consisting of 19 electrodes in the 
standard International 10/20 System. The impedance 
was under 5 KΩ in all electrodes. The sampling 
frequency was 256 Hz. 
 

Spectral EEG analysis 

The recorded ambulatory EEG data was analysed by 
two clinical neurophysiologists  separately, in two 
different times, who selected appropriate artefact free 
EEG epochs from the awake state with eyes closed. They 
then reviewed the selected epochs and chose two 
samples of 60 second duration per patient, morning 
sample (MS) and evening sample (ES). The MS was 
taken from 2 hours to 5 after waking and the ES was 
taken at least 8 hours after waking. Artefact such as 
muscle/movement artefact, sweat artefact, drowsiness 
(identified by lateral eye movements or vertex sharp 
waves) and electrical interference were excluded. Each 
sample was subjected to visual and quantitative analysis 
by the same neurophysiologists who were blinded to 
patient selection. The samples were converted to EDF 
and exported to the qEEGNeuroGuide software. The 
quantitative analysis of background EEG activity was 
carried out with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [26]. 
EEG epochs were re-computed against common average 
reference. Spectral power, expressed in µV2, was 
calculated using Welch’s averaged periodogram method 
[27]. Frequencies between 0.5 and 30 Hz were divided 
into delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), 
and beta (13-30 Hz) bands and analysed [26]. Spectral 

power was averaged region-wise (right and left frontal, 
parietal, temporal and occipital, and central).   
The following parameters were assessed for 
spectral/quantitative analysis for each sample: 
a) Dominant rhythm in standard EEG (sEEG) via 
qualitative visual analysis was compared to dominant 
rhythm in quantitative EEG (qEEG) samples. 
b) The global absolute power was calculated for each 
frequency for each sample. 
c) These parameters of global absolute power were also 
compared with Z scores, available on the software. 
These Z-values for each variable and band were 
obtained by comparison with population (American 
population) parameters based on the age-dependent 
regression function. Values outside the interval -1.96 to 
1.96 were considered abnormal. 
d) The mean global absolute power of each frequency 
was calculated in each sample within our cohort. 
e) The mean absolute power Z scores per frequency per 
each lead were also calculated in morning and evening 
samples. 
f) Theta/alpha index for each sample was calculated 
and then compared between the two groups. The cut 
off for the Theta/Alpha index was considered to be 
1.50; values greater than 1.50 were considered 
abnormal. 
g) Theta/alpha index was compared to Cognitive IQ 
Scores of 12 participants who underwent  
neuropsychological testing (WAIS-III test) during 
ReJuMEC study. 
 

Results 
Clinical characteristics 

Our study cohort consisted of 19 patients with rJME, 6 
females and 13 males, all Caucasian, with a mean age 
of 29.8 years, and an age range between 16 and 60 years. 
The mean age of onset of epilepsy was 12.8 years with a 
mean epilepsy duration of 17.4 years. All patients 
presented with myoclonic seizures, 16 patients had 
absences and 16 tonic-clonic seizures (TCS). Myoclonic 
seizures were always present in the first hour after 
awakening. The patients had normal neurological 
examination and characteristic paroxysmal generalized 
activity with polyspike-wave complexes (PSWC) in EEG 
recordings. All patients had failed to achieve seizure 
control on valproate and were taking several 
medication at the time the EEG was undertaken (see 
Table 1).
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of all the samples 
Number of partecipants 19 

Gender n (%) 
Male 6(31.6 %) 

Female 13(68.4 %) 
Age (y) 

Mean ± SD 29.8 ± 12.6 

Range 16 - 60 
Onset of epilepsy (y) ± SD 12.8 ± 2.8 

Years of seizure disorders ± SD 17.4 ± 13.1 
Seizure types n (%) 

Myoclonic 19 (100 %) 
Absence 16 (84.2 %) 

TCS 16 (84.2 %) 
Treatment n (%) 

Monotherapy 5(26.3 %) 
Politherapy 14 (73.7%) 

AEDs (n) 
LTG 6 
TPM 9 
VPA 7 
LEV 9 
ZNS 3 

CLB 5 

 
Spectral EEG analysis 
We selected 38 samples; 19 morning samples (MS) and 
19 evening samples (ES). 
Qualitative versus quantitative assessment of 
dominant rhythm 

We found correlation between MS and ES samples in 8 
out of 19 samples (42% agreement; see Table 2). This is 
considered to be a fair agreement in both groups using 
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (=0.261); 4.1% agreement 
occurred by chance. 

 
Table 2. Comparison between dominant rhythm in standard EEG and dominant rhythm in quantitative EEG  

Morning Sample      Evening Sample 
Visual Analysis 
Standard EEG 

Quantitative 
analysis qEEG 

Visual Analysis 
Standard EEG 

Quantitative 
analysis qEEG 

Beta Delta Beta * Beta * 
Theta * Theta * Theta Delta 
Theta * Theta * Beta * Beta * 
Theta Alpha Beta Delta 
Theta Delta Theta Delta 
Beta * Beta * Beta * Beta * 
Theta Delta Beta * Beta * 
Beta * Beta * Beta * Beta * 
Theta Delta Theta * Theta * 
Beta * Beta * Theta Beta 
Beta * Beta * Beta * Beta * 
Theta Delta Theta Delta 
Beta Delta Theta Delta 
Beta Delta Theta Beta 

Beta * Beta * Theta Delta 
Beta Delta Beta Delta 

Beta * Beta * Theta Delta 
Theta Delta Beta * Beta * 
Theta Delta Theta Delta 
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Global absolute power of morning versus evening 
samples 
We found a predominance for theta and delta 
frequencies in the morning samples but this was not 

found to be statistically significant (p>0.05) (see Table 
3). 

 
Table 3. Global Absolute Power Z scores for each sample in two the groups 
 

 Delta MS Theta MS Alpha MS Beta MS  Delta ES Theta ES Alpha ES Beta ES 
1 1.05 0.43 -0.46 1.11  0.75 0.18 -0.41 1.48 
2 2.01 1.99 0.37 0.95  0.71 1.17 0.07 1.33 
3 0.26 -0.24 -0.88 0.13  0.23 0.01 -0.86 0.67 
4 0.14 1.84 0.53 -0.42  1.12 1.23 -0.37 0.88 
5 1.32 0.06 0.11 1.60  0.79 0.05 0.42 1.75 
6 0.38 0.46 -0.76 -0.79  0.22 0.92 -0.35 0.01 
7 0.41 0.30 0.06 1.70  8.47 0.57 0.14 0.83 
8 1.43 0.88 0.68 1.21  -0.27 -0.27 -0.57 1.00 
9 0.73 2.46 0.47 -0.23  0.02 0.62 0.02 0.55 
10 -0.68 0.14 0.37 0.64  0.94 0.37 0.25 0.41 
11 0.49 1.15 0.63 1.20  0.52 1.10 0.66 1.22 
12 -0.44 -0.43 -0.99 -1.18  -0.53 -0.74 -1.41 -0.72 
13 1.93 1.80 -0.70 -0.34  1.94 2.40 0.35 -0.51 
14 0.33 0.83 -0.87 0.54  -0.42 -0.20 -1.02 0.02 
15 1.71 3.29 0.80 0.95  0.63 1.24 0.15 -0.39 
16 -0.45 -0.15 0.42 1.80  0.31 -0.16 0.09 1.38 
17 3.81 3.47 1.64 1.34  2.64 3.61 1.83 1.45 
18 1.14 -0.08 -0.92 0.18  0.98 0.48 0.01 0.37 
19 1.07 1.23 0.06 1.11  1.44 1.25 0.30 1.03 

Abbreviations: Pt: patient; MS: morning sample; ES: evening sample. 
 
Z scores global absolute power of morning versus 
evening samples 
We reported the results of this comparison in the table 
3. Global AP showed highest values in delta band in the 
ES group, but no statistically significant differences 
were seen (p>0.05) between two groups (see Table 4). 
 
Table 4. Student’s t-test 
Global Absolute Power 

 Delta Theta Alpha Beta 
p-value 0.549 0.253 0.596 0.861 

t-value 0.61 1.16 0.53 -0.18 
 
Global Absolute Power Z scores 

 Delta Theta Alpha Beta 

p-value 0.592 0.292 0.113 0.455 

t-value 0.54 1.07 1.63 0.76 

 
Global mean absolute power of morning versus 
evening samples 

The analysis showed that the global mean AP was 
highest within delta, theta and beta frequency bands 
with a significant increase in delta and theta in MS 
group (see Table 5). 
 
Table 5. Global Mean Absolute Power for each 
frequency in two the groups 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mean AP Z scores of mornings versus evening samples 
We found that mean AP of delta band was the highest 
power frequency in left frontal leads in MS group and 
mean AP of beta band was the highest power frequency 
in left frontal lead in ES group (see Table 6).

 
Table 6.  Mean Absolute Power Z scores per frequency per region in all the samples 
 
 
 

 Morning 
Sample 

Evening 
Sample 

Delta 15.50 11.77 
Theta 9.29 7.08 

Alpha 6.77 6.12 

Beta 10.54 10.33 
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 Delta MS ES Theta MS ES Alpha MS ES Beta MS ES Total MS ES 
FP2-F8 1.43 1.30 1.51 1.16 0.79 0.64 1.32 1.21 5.05 4.31 
F8-T4 0.48 0.46 1.01 0.57 0.11 0.05 0.80 0.73 2.40 1.81 
T4-T6 0.52 0.27 0.62 0.29 -0.40 -0.47 0.32 0.44 0.59 0.53 
T6-O2 0.50 0.29 0.63 0.38 -0.55 -0.55 -0.36 0.04 0.22 0.16 
FP2-F4 1.23 0.94 1.22 0.81 0.47 0.35 1.45 1.38 4.37 3.48 
F4-C4 1.22 0.67 1.32 0.79 0.01 -0.07 0.59 0.74 3.14 2.13 
C4-P4 0.73 0.33 0.62 0.32 -0.43 -0.54 0.03 0.06 0.95 0.17 
P4-O2 1.18 0.69 0.97 0.74 -0.36 -0.38 0.08 0.31 1.87 1.36 
FP1-F7 1.99 1.82 2.27 2.00 1.35 1.22 2.09 2.02 7.70 7.06 
F7-T3 0.22 0.25 0.72 0.55 0.02 0.13 0.79 0.83 1.75 1.76 
T3-T5 0.49 0.43 0.68 0.48 -0.25 -0.28 0.58 0.61 1.50 1.24 
T5-O1 0.46 0.29 0.68 0.42 -0.40 -0.50 -0.20 -0.15 0.54 0.06 
FP1-F3 1.52 1.54 1.78 1.56 0.96 0.90 1.67 1.69 5.93 5.69 
F3-C3 0.76 0.58 1.03 0.72 -0.04 -0.09 0.56 0.67 2.31 1.88 
C3-P3 0.29 -0.06 0.33 0.08 -0.67 -0.67 -0.26 -0.17 -0.31 -0.82 
P3-O1 1.15 0.77 0.97 0.77 -0.31 -0.33 0.21 0.29 2.02 1.50 
Total 14.17 10.57 16.36 11.64 0.30 -0.59 9.00 10.70 40.03 32.32 

Abbreviations: MS: morning sample; ES: evening sample. 
 
Theta/alpha index of morning versus evening samples 
As shown in the scatter plot diagram (Figure 1) a 
positive correlation was seen between theta-alpha index 
in MS and ES with R-squared value of 32.3%. This is 
influenced by the increased of theta power in the 
samples. 
 
Theta/alpha index versus cognitive scores 
In addition, we have compared global theta/alpha 
index to cognitive IQ score for 12 participants, who 
underwent to neuropsychological testing (WAIS-III 

test) during ReJuMEC study. High IQ scores was 
associated with small theta-alpha index and low IQ 
scores was associated with high theta-alpha index, as 
shown in the same table 7. In the MS group the scatter 
plot diagrams (Figure 2) shows a negative correlation 
between IQ scores and theta-alpha index with R-
squared value of 58.7%. The scatter plot diagrams 
(Figure 3) shows a weak correlation in ES group 
between IQ scores and theta-alpha index with R-
squared value of 12%. 

 
Table 7. Theta/alpha index and cognitive IQ scores of study groups 

 T/A Index 
MS 

T/A Index ES Cognitive 
IQ scores 

Pt    
1 1.54 1.09 89 
2 1.89 1.48 - 
3 2.06 1.54 - 
4 0.84 3.13 88 
5 0.63 0.46 95 
6 1.82 1.59 - 
7 0.79 0.76 - 
8 0.40 1.14 95 
9 2.57 1.56 61 
10 0.57 0.81 99 
11 0.85 0.82 - 
12 1.40 1.78 85 
13 6.39 1.92 61 
14 2.95 1.73 75 
15 2.90 1.39 55 
16 0.37 0.54 81 
17 1.78 1.25 59 
18 1.65 0.72 - 
19 1.42 0.95 - 

Mean 1.70 1.20  
Abbreviations: MS: morning sample; ES: evening sample; IQ: Intelligence Quotient; Pt: patient. 
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Figure 1: Theta/Alpha index in morning sample (MS) and evening sample (ES) R-Sq=32.3% 

 

 
Figure 2: Theta-Alpha index in morning sample (MS) and cognitive IQ scores R-Sq=58.7% 

 

 
Figure 3: Theta-Alpha index in evening sample (ES) and cognitive IQ scores R-Sq=12% 

 
Discussion 
The advantage of qEEG over visual analysis of EEG is 
evident, and this has been observed in neurological and 
psychiatric diseases [28]. In this study a key advantage 

we had was prolonged ambulatory EEG data. This gave 
us the opportunity to compare various physiological 
states of the patients, i.e. morning and evening. 

https://bioresscientia.com/
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It is documented that AP findings in qEEG were 
interpreted as enhanced synchronization of different 
neuronal population in the 0.5-12.0 Hz frequency range 
together with the tendency of decreasing synchrony in 
faster (12.5-32.0 Hz) frequencies [29]. 
Neuronal network hypersynchronization is a 
fundamental mechanism in IGE. The delta band range 
lies within the same polyspike-wave complexes range 
characteristic of JME. In fact, the increase in AP delta 
is common to all IGE syndromes sharing the same 
psysiophatological mechanism [30]. 
In previous studies patients with JME have shown an 
increase in AP delta, alpha and beta bands, which is 
more evident in fronto-parietal regions [8, 31]. In 
addition, left frontal and central theta/alpha index has 
significant correlation with the presence of cognitive 
disturbance [32].  
In our study standard EEG visual analysis of 
background activity revealed inter-ictal abnormalities in 
all patients, in the morning and evening samples. This 
is commonly seen in JME patients with poor seizure 
control especially in cases with antiepileptic 
polytherapy. During visual analysis the alterations 
found in background EEG activity in patients with JME 
were localized to left frontal region. When we 
compared dominant rhythm in standard EEG with 
dominant rhythm in quantitative EEG we have found 
that is <50% observer agreement. Agreement occurred 
in samples dominated by increased amount of theta 
and beta in both visual and quantitative EEG. 
With spectral analysis for each sample the global 
absolute power in all bands showed not statistical 
significant differences between MS and ES groups. In 
brief, when MS and ES groups were compared, there 
was no statistically significant difference of global power 
in all the bands; the same result was found using Z 
scores. A positive correlation is seen in theta and beta 
bands between the two groups, while alpha and delta 
bands showed weakly positive correlation. Theta is 
increased in the MS but not significantly. We think that 
this lack of statistical difference is due to our relatively 
small sample size. 
In patients with refractory JME, qEEG values reveal 
abnormal Z scores in a high number of samples, when 
compared with normal population parameters based on 
the age-dependent regression function. Abnormal Z-
scores in AP and in RP were present in all bands, 
measures and leads, with predominance in MS group. 
In the analysis of our cohort, all the samples were 
characterised by increased global mean absolute power 
in delta and theta bands more evident in MS group and 

in beta band more evident in ES group. In addition, 
there was an increase in global absolute power in theta 
and beta bands when comparing morning and evening 
sample. Possibilities that might explain this include the 
patients’ antiepileptic medications and their dosage 
and possibly fragmented sleep, although all the 
morning samples were obtained 2 hours after full 
wakening. 
In addition, there is an increase in mean AP Z scores 
delta, theta and beta in MS group and theta and beta 
in ES group, which is more evident in left frontal 
region. This result is in agreement with previous studies 
on JME. Delta, theta and beta bands are increased and 
are abnormal when compared to Z scores. Alpha band 
was within normal limits compared to Z scores and was 
the same in MS and ES. However, these changes were 
not statistically significant most probably due to our 
small sample size. 
A positive correlation is seen between theta/alpha 
index in MS and ES group. We have found that increase 
theta/alpha index > 1.50 is associated with a decrease 
in cognitive IQ scores. This result confirms that 
theta/alpha index can be used as marker for cognitive 
deficit. The correlation between global theta/alpha 
index with Cognitive IQ scores is influenced by 
increased theta power. 
 

Conclusion 
Our conclusion is that these findings suggest that the 
centre of interictal epileptogenic activity is in left 
frontal region and that is not significant difference 
between physiological states, morning or evening of the 
patients with rJME. This rJME profiles reflect 
widespread cortical dysfunction essentially common to 
all the investigated IGE syndromes. The certainty of our 
conclusions is probably limited by small sample size and 
by polytherapy and by AEDs as VPA that is known to 
influence EEG power. 
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